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W e com pare theground state oftherandom -�eld Ising m odelwith G aussian distributed random

�elds,with itsnon-equilibrium hystereticcounterpart,thedem agnetized state.Thisisa low energy

stateobtained by asequenceofslow m agnetic�eld oscillationswith decreasing am plitude.Them ain

concern ishow optim ized the dem agnetized state iswith respectto the best-possible ground state.

Exactresultsforthe energy in d = 1 show thatin a param agnet,with �nite spin-spin correlations,

there is a signi�cant di�erence in the energies ifthe disorder is not so strong that the states are

trivially alm ost alike. W e use num ericalsim ulations to better characterize the di�erence between

the ground state and the dem agnetized state. For d � 3 the random -�eld Ising m odeldisplays a

disorderinduced phasetransition between a param agneticand a ferrom agnetic state.Thelocations

ofthecriticalpointsR
(D S )
c ,R

(G S )
c di�erforthedem agnetized stateand ground state.Consequently,

itis in thisregim e thatthe optim ization ofthe dem agnetized statisthe worst whereas both deep

in the param agnetic regim e and in the ferrom agnetic one the statesresem ble each otherto a great

extent. W e argue based on the num ericsthatin d = 3 the scaling atthe transition isthe sam e in

thedem agnetized and ground states.Thisclaim iscorroborated by theexactsolution ofthem odel

on the Bethe lattice,where the R c’sare also di�erent.

PACS num bers:

I. IN T R O D U C T IO N

Therelation between equilibrium and non-equilibrium

states is a centralproblem in the physics ofdisordered

system s. Disorder induces a m ultitude of m etastable

states in which the system can easily be trapped. The

dynam ics is usually very slow,or glassy,and on obser-

vationaltim escalesthe system isbasically alwaysoutof

equilibrium . O n the other hand, from the theoretical

pointofview itiseasierto considerequilibrium proper-

ties,since in this case it is possible to use allthe m a-

chinery ofstatisticalphysicsto tackle the problem .The

question is whether the equilibrium properties ofdisor-

dered system s provide a faithful representation of the

non-equilibrium states in which the system is likely to

be found in practice. This dichotom y is at the core of

m any unsolved issues in the �eld ofdisordered system .

Typicalquantitiesthatonecould com parearetheenergy,

the geom etric characterization ofthe state (as dom ains

in m agnets),and the energy costofexcitations.

A sim pli�cation oftheproblem isobtained considering

only atherm alprocesses,in which thetem peratureofthe

system plays no role and can be ignored. The equilib-

rium stateisin thiscasejusttheground state(G S),the

state ofm inim alenergy [1]. A zero tem perature,non{

equilibrium dynam icsispurely relaxational:the system

fallssim ply in theclosestm etastablestate.A convenient

waytoallow thesystem toexplorethevariousm etastable

statesisby applying an externalm agnetic �eld. Di�er-

ent �eld histories typically result in hysteresisand lead

to di�erentm etastablecon�gurations[2].

The dem agnetization process consists in applying a

slowly varying AC �eld with decreasing am plitude,and

provides a sim ple way to access low energy states [2].

It has been studied for m ore than a century,but until

recently the question how close the dem agnetized state

(DS) is to the true G S was not addressed. This is the

concern ofour work,the problem ofhow such an opti-

m ization processworksin the caseofa random m agnet.

Recently, Pazm andy et al. have proposed the dem ag-

netization process as the basis for a new optim ization

algorithm for disordered system s [3]. The idea behind

such \hysteretic optim ization",is that dem agnetization

leadsto a low energy state,su�ciently close to the G S,

which can then be reached by applying other m ethods

using the DS as an input. The m ethod was tested for

di�erentm odelslikespin glassesand NP{hard problem s.

Here we will concentrate on the random -�eld Ising

m odel(RFIM ),that,while retaining som e com plex fea-

turescharacteristicofdisordered system s,stillallowsfor

a theoreticalanalysis [4]. In the RFIM ,due to the ab-

sence of frustration, the equilibrium state is relatively

sim ple, however, the non{equilibrium dynam ics is far

from trivial. Due to the coupling ofthe localdisorder

to theorderparam eter,even theG S presentsa variety of

phenom ena,which can bestudied num erically [5,6,7,8].

In fact the G S of the RFIM can be found in a poly-

nom ialCPU-tim e,with exact com binatorialalgorithm s

[1]and solved exactly in d = 1 and on the Bethe lat-

tice [9,10]. The equilibrium criticalexponents for ran-
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dom �eld m agnetshavebeen m easured experim entally in

Fe0:93Zn0:07F2 [11,12].

The hysteretic properties of non equilibrium RFIM

have been widely studied in the recent literature. The

hysteresisloopsdisplay a disorderinduced phase transi-

tion: for low disorderthe loop hasa m acroscopic jum p

at the coercive �eld,while at high disorder the loop is

sm ooth,at least on the m acroscopic scale [13,14,15].

Atsm allerscalethem agnetization curveishighlydiscon-

tinuous,showing Barkhausen-type bursts,in correspon-

dence to jum psbetween di�erentm etastable states[16].

A disorder induced non-equilibrium phase transition in

the hysteresis loop has been studied experim entally in

Co-CoO �lm s[17]and Cu-Al-M n alloys[18].

Extensive num erical sim ulations have been used to

characterize disorder induced transitions in the non-

equilibrium RFIM and criticalexponents have been es-

tim ated in severaldim ensions [15,19,20]. The m odel

has been studied by the renorm alization group and the

exponents have been com puted in a � = 6 � d expan-

sion [14]. In addition the hysteresisloop hasbeen com -

puted exactly in d = 1 and on the Bethe lattice,where

the disorderinduced transition ispresentforsu�ciently

large coordination num ber. W hile in d = 1 there isdef-

initely no transition,the situation in d = 2 islessclear.

Recently the problem ofm inor loops has been tackled

analytically and num erically. In particular,the dem ag-

netization curvehasbeen com puted exactly in d = 1 [21]

and on the Bethe lattice [22],extending previouscalcu-

lations[23,24,25,26]ofm inorloops.

The equilibrium propertiesofthe RFIM are governed

by a zero-tem perature �xed point,and in �nite dim en-

sions(d < 5 in practice)G S calculationshaveelucidated

the properties ofthe phase diagram . In d � 3 the G S

displaysa ferrom agneticphasetransition induced by the

disorder. As dom ain wallenergy argum ents and exact

m athem aticalresultsindicate,in d = 2 thereisno phase

transition butan e�ectiveferrom agneticregim eforsm all

system s,while in d = 1 the RFIM istrivially param ag-

netic.Ithasbeen suggested thatthetransition in theG S

isruling the transition in the non-equilibrium hysteresis

loop,also because m ean-�eld calculationsgive the sam e

resultsin and outofequilibrium [28]. Num ericalvalues

ofthe exponents are close but not equal,but one m ust

considerthe di�cultiesin extrapolating valuesfrom the

�nite size scaling [28,29]. M ore recently,the question

ofthe universality ofthe exponents,with respectto the

shapeofthedisorderdistribution,wasdiscussed in d = 3

sim ulations,m ean-�eld theory,and on the Bethe lattice

[30,31,32].

Below we report a detailed com parison of the zero

tem perature equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties

ofthe RFIM with G aussian distribution ofthe random

�elds.W e�rstanalyzetheproblem in d = 1,whereexact

resultscan beobtained.Theaveragevalueoftheenergy

is com puted as a function ofthe disorder strength for

the DS and the G S.A directcom parison ofthe two val-

uesshowsthatforweak disorderthe di�erencesbecom e

m ore substantial,while for strong disorder,where each

spin basically alignswith therandom �eld,thedi�erence

tendsto vanish.Num ericalstudiesusing thesam edisor-

derrealizationsrevealthatthe m ain di�erence between

the two states com es from the com plete reversalofG S

dom ains in the DS.This is also visible in the overlap

between the G S and DS.

W e then study the d = 3 case in which both para-

m agnetic and ferrom agnetic behavior exist. The ques-

tion ofwhetherthe transitionsappearing in the G S and

in the hysteresis loop are universalhas often been de-

bated in the literature [28,29]. At the m ean-�eld level

itisnotpossible to distinguish the equilibrium and the

non-equilibrium case and the transition ifthus trivially

the sam e. In addition,the � expansion for the equilib-

rium and hysteretictransitionsisthe sam eto allorders,

but one should always consider the possibility ofnon-

perturbative corrections to the �eld theory. Num erical

sim ulationsin d = 3 indicate thatthe criticalexponents

and thecriticaldisorderin thetwotransitionsarereason-

ably close,butthe num ericaluncertaintiesdo notallow

fora conclusivestatem entabouttheiridentity.Here we

directly com pare the behaviorofthe G S and the DS in

d = 3closetothedisorderinduced phasetransitions.W e

show thatwhile the non universalcriticalparam eterR c

di�ers in the two cases,the universal�nite-size scaling

curve for the order param eter can be collapsed on the

sam e curve. This suggests som e kind ofuniversality in

the G S and the DS transitions. The num ericalsim ula-

tionsforthe G S and DS are done forthe sam e disorder

realizationsfortheboth cases,forcubiclatticesoflinear

sizes L = 10;20;40;80. The results are averaged over

severalrealizations ofthe quenched random �elds. In

both cases,we com pute the average m agnetization asa

function ofthedisorderwidth.

A di�erence in the location of the criticalpoint for

equilibrium and non-equilibrium behavior of the sam e

m odel m ay appear rather peculiar and one could be

tem pted to ascribe itto �nite size corrections. In order

to clarify thisissue,wehavesolved exactly them odelon

the Bethe lattice and com pared the results for G S and

DS.W hile theexponents,asexpected,arethe sam e,co-

inciding with theresultsofm ean-�eld theory,thecritical

disorderdi�ersin the two cases. Nam ely the transition

in theDS occursata lowerdisordervalue.Thusthereis

an interm ediateparam eterregion wheretheG S isferro-

m agneticbuttheDS isparam agnetic.In conclusion,the

solution on theBethelatticecorroboratesthepictureob-

tained from sim ulationsin d = 3.From theoptim ization

viewpoint,thed = 3caseshowsan interm ediatephaseof

\bad" correspondence between the G S and DS,exactly

as in d = 1. This however stops as the R
(D S)
c is ap-

proached:naturally ifboth the statesare ferrom agnetic

theoptim ization oftheDS ism uch easier.To furtherex-

plore the question ofuniversality ofthe two transitions

in theG S and in theDS,wehavecom puted thedistribu-

tion ofthem agnetization attherespectivecriticalpoint,

R
(D S)
c and R

(G S)
c fordi�erentlatticesizes.Thedistribu-
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tionscan again allbe collapsed into the sam ecurve.

Finally,weconsiderthequestion ofwhen isitactually

possible to reach the exactG S via dem agnetization. To

thisend,weconsidera reverse�eld history (RFH)algo-

rithm thatallowsin principleto constructa �eld history

to getto the G S,ifpossible atall. Studiesofthe d = 1

caseillum inate the di�culty ofoptim izing since itturns

out that for anything but very strong disorders R the

probability to reach the G S rapidly decaysto zero.

O urm ain conclusion isthat,in general,dem agnetiza-

tion isnota good technique forreaching statesthatare

truly close to the equilibrium ,exceptin caseswhere the

outcom e isclearly sim ilarfrom the very beginning (FM

statesand PM stateswherethedisorderisstrong).This

holds forboth the energy ofthe states and also for the

spin con�gurations. A sim ple form ulation is that,since

the DS is not optim ized wellin term s ofthe locations

ofdom ain walls,ithasan excessrandom �eld (Zeem an)

energy.

Thepaperisorganized asfollows:in section IIwede-

�ne the m odeland discuss its num ericaltreatm ent. In

sec.IIIweanalyzetheone-dim ensionalcase,analytically

and num erically. Section IV is devoted to the behavior

around the disorderinduced transition in d = 3 and on

the Bethe lattice. Section V dem onstratesthe RFH al-

gorithm ,together with num ericalstudies. Conclusions

are reported in section VI.An accountofsom e ofthese

resultswasbriey reported in Ref.[34].

II. T H E R A N D O M -FIELD ISIN G M O D EL

In the RFIM , a spin si = � 1 is assigned to each

site i of a d� dim ensionallattice. The spins are cou-

pled to theirnearest-neighborsspinsby a ferrom agnetic

interaction of strength J and to the external�eld H .

In addition, to each site ofthe lattice it is associated

a random �eld hi taken from a G aussian probability

�(h) = exp(� h2=2R 2)=
p
2�R, with variance R. The

Ham iltonian thusreads

H = �
X

hi;ji

Jsisj �
X

i

(H + hi)si; (1)

where the �rst sum is restricted to nearest-neighbors

pairs.

In this paper we willconsider only the case ofzero

tem perature,both in equilibrium and outofequilibrium .

TheT = 0equilibrium problem am ountsto�nd them ini-

m um ofH foragiven realization oftherandom -�elds(i.e.

theG S)and then eventuallyperform thetherm odynam ic

lim it. This problem has been solved exactly in a num -

ber ofsim ple cases,nam ely in d = 1 and on the Bethe

lattice,forparticulardisorderdistributionsand studied

num erically in genericdim ensions.

The RFIM G S is solvable in a polynom ial CPU-

tim e,with exactcom binatorialalgorithm s.Forthe one-

dim ensionalcase,the solution can be found via a m ap-

ping to a \shortestpath problem " [35]which e�ectively

placesthedom ain wallsin optim alpositions,correspond-

ing to the globalm inim um ofH .Forhigherdim ensions,

onestartsby noticingthat�ndingtheRFIM G S isequiv-

alentto the m in-cut/m ax-ow problem ofcom binatorial

optim ization. This can be solved in a variety ofways.

W eusea so-called push-relabelvariantofthepreow al-

gorithm [36]. Such m ethods,properly im plem ented,are

in generalslightly sub-linear in their perform ance as a

function ofthenum berofspinsin the problem .

Forthe outofequilibrium case,we need to specify an

appropriate dynam ics,ruling the evolution ofthe spins.

W ewillconsiderthedynam icsproposed in Ref.[37]and

used in Refs.[13,14,15]to study thehysteresisloop.At

each tim e step the spinsalign with the local�eld

si = sign(J
X

j

sj + hi+ H ); (2)

untilam etastablestateisreached.Thisdynam icscan be

used to obtain thehysteresisloop.Thesystem isstarted

from a statewith allthe spin down si = � 1 and then H

isram ped slowly from H ! � 1 to H ! 1 . The lim it

ofdH =dt! 0can beconveniently obtained by increasing

the�eld precisely oftheam ountnecessarytoip the�rst

unstable spin. A single spin ip increasesthe local�eld

ofthenearestneighboringspins,generatingan avalanche

ofippings.W hen thesystem s�ndsanotherm etastable

state,the �eld isincreased again. Thisdynam icsobeys

return-point m em ory [13]: ifthe �eld is increased adi-

abatically the m agnetization only depends on the state

in which the �eld was last reversed. This property has

been exploited in d = 1 [21,24]and in the Bethe lattice

[22,27]to obtain exactly the saturation cycle and the

m inorloops.

Them ain hysteresisloop selectsa seriesofm etastable

states, which in principle are not particularly close to

the ground state. To obtain low energy states,we per-

form a dem agnetization procedure: the external �eld

is changed through a nested succession H = H 0 !

H 1 ! H 2 ! :::::H n:::! 0,with H 2n > H 2n+ 2 > 0,

H 2n� 1 < H 2n+ 1 < 0and dH � H2n � H2n+ 2 ! 0.A per-

fectdem agnetization can beperform ed num erically using

the prescription discussed above to obtain dH =dt! 0.

Such aperfectdem agnetizationisquiteexpensivecom pu-

tationallyand itisconvenienttoperform an approxim ate

dem agnetization using dH = 10� 3.A com parison ofthe

states obtained under approxim ate and perfect dem ag-

netization showsnegligibledi�erences.

III. G R O U N D STA T E A N D D EM A G N ET IZED

STA T E IN O N E D IM EN SIO N

A . Exact results: ground state

TheG S energycan becom puted exactly in d = 1using

transferm atrix m ethods[9]Thefreeenergy ofa chain of
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length N isgiven by

FN = �
1

�
ln(ZN )= �

1

�
ln(Z +

N
� Z

�

N
)’ �

1

�
ln(Z +

N
Z
�

N
)

(3)

where ZN is the partition function with free boundary

conditions and Z
�

N
are the partition functions with the

spin atsite1 �xed up(down).Thesefunctionssatisfy the

following recursiverelation:

Z
�

N
= e

� �h 1(Z +

N � 1
e
� �J + Z

�

N � 1
e
� �J ) (4)

Thelaststep in eq.(3)usestheapproxim ationZ +

N
+ Z �

N
’

q

Z
+

N
Z
�

N
which holdsin thelargeN lim itsinceZ �

N
both

divergewith theratio Z +

N
=Z

�

N
being �nite.From Eq.(4)

itfollows

Z
+

N
Z
�

N
= Z

+

N � 1
Z
�

N � 1
(2cosh(�J)+ 2cosh(2�xN )) (5)

wherexN = 1

2�
ln(Z +

N
=Z

�

N
),which givesforthetotalfree

energy

FN = FN � 1 �
1

2�
ln(2cosh(�J)+ 2cosh(2�xN )) (6)

wherexN = 1

2�
ln(Z

+

N
=Z

�

N
);so thatonecan de�nea free

energy persite

f = �
1

2�
ln(2cosh�J + 2cosh(2�xN )): (7)

xN isa stochasticquantity satisfying theequation

xN = h1 + g(xN � 1) (8)

where g(x) = 1

2�
ln
��
e2�(x+ J) + 1

�
=
�
e2�(x) + e2�(J)

��

W hen R ! 0 Eq. (8) has a �xed point solution of

x1 = g(x1 ). It is easy to check that x1 = 0 is the

only solution for any J and � �nite,corresponding to

the absenceofa phasetransition.

W hen R isnon-zero xN isa random variable with an

associated distribution W N (x),where

W N (x)dx = Prob(x < xN < x + dx): (9)

W N (x)satis�esthe recursivefunctionalequation

W N + 1(x)=
R1
� 1

dhP (h)�
R1
� 1

dx1W N (x1)�(x � h � H � g(x1)) (10)

so thatin the therm odynam ic lim itW 1 isgiven by the

�xed pointequation

W 1 (x)=

Z
1

� 1

dx1W 1 (x1)P (x � h � H � g(x1)): (11)

O nceW 1 isknown,any therm odynam icquantity can be

com puted.In particular,thefreeenergy perspin,which

isgiven by

hfi= �
1

�

Z 1

� 1

dxW 1 (x)(cosh(2�)+ cosh2�x): (12)

The m agnetization at a site 0 ofan in�nite lattice, is

given by

hs0i=
Z
"
� Z

#

Z "+ Z # =
p
Z "=Z # �

p
Z #=Z "

p
Z "=Z #+

p
Z #=Z "

= tanh
�
1

2
ln(Z "=Z #)

�
; (13)

where Z "# are respectively the partition functions with

the spin at0 �xed up (down).Thesearegiven by

Z
"#= e

� �h 0(e� �J Z +
r + e

� �J
Z
�

r )(e
� �J

Z
+

l
+ e

� �J
Z
�

l
)

(14)

whereZ �

r;l
arethepartition functionsforthesem i-in�nite

right(left) lattice, with the spin at site 1 (� 1) �xed

up(down).Thisgives

hs0i= tanh(�(h0 + g(xr)+ g(xl))): (15)

Finally,The m agnetization forthe in�nite lattice isob-

tained averaging overthe quenched variablesxr;l:

m =
R
1

� 1
dhP (h)

R
1

� 1
dxrW N (xr)

R
1

� 1
dxlW N (xl)tanh(�(h + g(xr)+ g(xl))): (16)

B . Exact results: D em agnetized state

In d = 1 the m agnetization and the energy per spin

asa function ofthe external�eld can be derived explic-

itly through a probabilistic reasoning. W e show how to

getthese resultson the saturation loop,focusing on the

lowerbranch. (The resultson the upper branch can be

obtained bysym m etryconsiderations.) Sim ilarbutm uch

m ore involved reasoning can be repeated for any m inor

loop.

The centralquantity to consider,in orderto solve for

the m agnetization as a function ofthe external�eld H

on thehysteresisloop,istheconditionalprobability fora

spin to beup,conditioned to oneofitsnearestneighbors

being down. To calculate this quantity,one can reason

asfollows:�x thespin atsitei� 1 down.De�ne pm (H )

astheprobability fora spin to beup,given thatexactly

m (m = 0;1;2)ofitsneighborsareup:

pm (H )= P (heff

i > 0)=

Z 1

(z � 2m )J � H

dh�(h); (17)

wherez isthecoordination num ber(z = 2 in d = 1).Fix

fora m om entthespin atsiteidown aswelland look at

the spin at site i+ 1. It willbe up with probability U0

and down with probability 1� U0.Thespin atsiteiwill

ip up with probability p1 when the spin at i+ 1 is up

and p0 when it is down. Ultim ately,the spin at iwill

be up (conditioned to the spin ati� 1 being down)with

probability U0 = U0p1 + (1� U0)p0.Itfollows

U0 =
p0

1� p1 + p0
: (18)
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O nce U0 isknown,a sim ilarreasoning leadsto the (un-

conditioned) probability p(H ) for a spin to be up: Fix

the spin atsite idown.The spin atsite i� 1 willbe up

with probability U0 and down with probability 1� U0.

The sam eholdsforthe spin atsite i+ 1.Thus

p(H )= U
2
0p2 + 2U0(1� U0)p1 + (1� U0)

2
p0; (19)

from which the m agnetization is obtained as m (H ) =

2p(H )� 1.

0 1 2 3
R

−3

−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

E

DS
GS

FIG .1: The energy ofthe G S is com pared with the one of

D S.The valuesare com puted exactly in d = 1 as a function

ofthe disorderwidth R .

0 1 2 3 4
R

−0.06

−0.05

−0.04

−0.03

−0.02

−0.01

0.00

E
G

S−
E

D
S

FIG .2: The energy di�erence between the G S and the D S

com puted exactly in d = 1 asa function ofthedisorderwidth

R .

Theenergy perspin on thesaturation loop isobtained

asfollows.Due to translationalinvariance:

E =
hH i

N
= � Jhsisi+ 1i� H hsii� hhisii: (20)

To calculate the spin{spin correlation hsisi+ 1iwe intro-

duce the probabilities � + + , � + � , � � + , � � � for adja-

cent spins to be respectively up{up, up{down, down{

up,and down{down. These quantitiesare notindepen-

dent, since they have to satisfy the obvious identities:

� + � = � � + ,� + + + � + � = p(H ),and � � � + � + � = 1� p(H ).

Thus it is su�cient to calculate one of them , for ex-

am ple � � � . This is done by separating the four con-

tributionsfrom the possible boundary conditionsdeter-

m ined by the valuesofthe spinsatsitesi� 1 and i+ 2:

W hen they are both down,the probability for the cou-

ple of spins at sites i and i+ 1 to be both down is

U 2
0(1� p1(H ))2,when oneisup and theotheroneisdown

itis2U0(1� U0)(1� p1(H ))(1� p0(H )),and when both

ofthem areup itis(1� U0)
2(1� p0(H ))2.Adding up the

fourcontributionsone gets� � � = (1� U0)
2. This�xes

theotherprobabilitiestobe� + � = � � + = 2p� 1+(1� U0)
2,

and � + + = 1� p� (1� U0)
2.Thus,the spin{spin corre-

lation is

hsisi+ 1i= � + ++ � � �
� 2�+ � = 4

�
p� (1� U0)

2
�
� 3:

(21)

The average value hhisii can be obtained by averaging

overthe�eld h
0

theproductofh
0

tim estheaveragevalue

ofthespin si overthelocal�eldsotherthen hi,oncethe

�eld atiis�xed atthe valueh
0

:

hhisii=

Z + 1

� 1

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

hsijh
0

i: (22)

The conditionalaverage hsijh
0

i is given by 2p(H jh
0

)� 1

where p(H jh
0

) is the conditionalprobability for a spin

to be up atan external�eld H ,given thatitslocalran-

dom �eld is�xed atthe value h
0

. From Eq. (19)thisis

trivially given by

p(H jh
0

) = U
2
0�(h

0

+ H + 2J)

+ 2U0(1� U0)�(h
0

+ H )

+ (1� U0)
2
�(h

0

+ H � 2J); (23)

which �nally gives

hhisii = 2U 2
0

Z + 1

� H � 2J

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

+ 4U0(1� U0)

Z + 1

� H

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

+ 2(1� U0)
2

Z + 1

� H + 2J

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

� �h
0

: (24)

In particular,foraG aussian distribution with �h
0

= 0and

variance R the integrals can be perform ed analytically

and the resultis

hhisii =

r
2

�
Re

�
H
2

2R 2

h

2U 2
0e

2J

R 2 cosh
�
2JH =R 2

�

+ e
2J(J� H

2R 2
)
(1� 2U20)+ 2U0(1� U0)

i

:(25)
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Theenergy persiteon thelowerbranch ofthesaturation

loop isin generalgiven by

E (H )= � 4J
�
p(H )� (1� U0)

2
�
+ 3J � H (2p(H )� 1)

� 2U20

Z + 1

� H � 2J

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

+ 4U0(1� U0)

Z + 1

� H

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

+ 2(1� U0)
2

Z + 1

� H + 2J

dh
0

�(h
0

)h
0

� �h
0

: (26)

Sim ilarbutm uch m oreinvolved reasoningscan be re-

peated for any m inor loop { eventually for a series of

nested loops leading to the dem agnetized state { pro-

viding a series of recursive equations for the m agneti-

zation, the spin{spin, and the spin{�eld correlations,

which are the quantities needed to com pute the en-

ergy. Ifthe external�eld is changed through a nested

succession H = H 0 ! H 1 ! H 2 ! :::::H n::: ! 0,

with H 2n > H 2n+ 2 > 0, H 2n� 1 < H 2n+ 1 < 0 and

dH � H2n � H2n+ 2 ! 0,the spin{spin correlationsare

given recursively by

hsisi+1iH 2n
� hsisi+1iH 2n� 1

=

4U 2
2n (p2(H 2n)� p2(H 2n�1))

� 4D22n�1(p0(H 2n)� p0(H 2n� 1)) (27)

where Uk and D k are respectively the probabilities for

a spin to be up(down) conditioned to one ofits neigh-

bors being down,and satisfy in turn a set ofrecursive

equations.Sim ilarequationshold form agnetization and

spin{�eld correlation,leading to a com plicated recursive

form ula forthe energy. The resultsofsuch calculations

areshown in Figs.(1,2),wheretheenergy ofthedem ag-

netized state iscom pared with the energy ofthe ground

stateevaluated in the previoussection.

C . Sim ulations: how optim ized is the

dem agnetized state?

In one dim ension the com parison ofthe DS and the

G S is the easiestsince the dom ain walls are just point-

like.Forthe G S we know thatitisoptim ized such that

allthe large enough localrandom �eld uctuations nu-

cleatedom ainsofthesam esign.Therestoftherandom

landscape is split up into regions that align them selves

with such uctuationsdepending on the sign ofthe ran-

dom �eld excess,
P

i2region
hi. As a result the Zeem an

energy ofdom ainsislinearin dom ain size,E Z � ld,and

theasym ptoticm ean dom ain length followstheIm ry-M a

prediction hlG Si � 1=R2. M oreover since the random

landscapehasa �nite correlation length thedom ain size

distribution isexponential[35].

Any qualitative di�erencesin the DS willfollow from

three separate m echanism s: 1) shifts of dom ain walls,

2)creation ofdom ainsinside intactG S dom ainsand 3)

destruction ofG S dom ains (Fig.3). From the point of

view of"optim ization" the �rstoneisoftrivialconcern,

since it would have little e�ect e.g. on the scaling of

E Z;D S.Thesecond oneism oredetrim entaliftheenergy

di�erence to the G S is considered. In addition to the

costofthe two dom ain wallsitsubtractsa contribution

from theZeem an energy ofthedom ain thatpersistsand

surrounds(in the G S)the one thatisnotcreated in the

DS.Thethird onewould m akethelargestchangeto the

totalenergy,since for ld � 1 the energy ofa dom ain

consistsm ostly ofitsZeem an energy.

+ + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + − − − − + + +− −

+ + + + + − − − + + +−

+ + + + + + + +− − − −

groundstate

DW shift

nucleated
droplet

destroyed
GS domain

FIG .3: An illustration ofthe possible m echanism s for the

deviationsbetween G S and D S.

1
1/R

0.0

0.1

1.0

∆q
, ∆

q de
st

r

∆qdest

∆q

FIG .4:The average change in thespin-spin overlap between

the G S and the D S (�q) and the contribution to that from

com pletely \destroyed" G S dom ains (�q destr),as a function

ofR .

Num ericalstudiesoftheDS dom ain structureindicate

thatwith decreasingR theaveragedom ain sizeincreases

faster than in the G S,while the size distribution P (ld)

rem ainsexponential.Thisisaccom panied by areduction

in the overlap q = (h�G S�D Si+ 1)=2 between these two

states. ForR large the overlap is close to unity;strong

local�eldshi align the spinsin the sam eway regardless

ofthem echanism by which thespin stateiscreated.For

R sm allthe local�eld is no longer strongly correlated

with the orientation ofthe spin,and thus whether the
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1 10 100 1000
lDS

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

q D
S
(l)

0.5
0.6
0.8
0.9
1.0

FIG .5: The average overlap ofa D S dom ain ofsize lwith

the G S dom ain spin state atthe sam e locations forR = 0.5,

0.6,0.8,0.9,1.0.The overlap decreaseswith ldom ain;D S .

1 10 100 1000
ldomain, DS

10
−4

10
−3

10
−2

10
−1

E
Z

ee
m

an

R = 0.5
R = 0.6
R = 0.8
R = 0.9
R = 1.0
l
l
0.5

lDS,ave

FIG .6: The Zeem an energy ofD S dom ains as a function of

the size,ldom ain;D S. The black circles m ark the average D S

dom ain size for a given R . The two lines above and below

the data indicate optim al, linear (G S-like) scaling and the

Im ry-M a-like l
1=2

-scaling,respectively.

G S and DS arelocally aligned dependson how optim ized

the latteris.

The fundam ental m echanism for the deviations be-

tweenthestatesseem sforR sm alltobethe\destruction"

ofG S dom ains(see Fig.3 again). Thisisdem onstrated

in Fig.4 by depicting the change�q in the overlap that

com essolely from m issing G S dom ains. The conclusion

from thisdom inanceisthatthedem agnetized statestypi-

callym issregionsin which theintegrated �eld uctuation

islargewhich assuch leadsin theG S to theform ation of

G S dom ain.Thereforetheoverlap should getsm allerthe

largerthescale-length on which onecom parestheDS and

G S is,and this is con�rm ed by Fig.5 which shows the

overlap between a DS dom ain and the G S asa function

ofthe length ofthe DS dom ain.

The im portance ofsuch destroyed dom ains can also

beseen in thetotalcontribution to theenergy di�erence

between theDS and G S.ForR sm allthisisagain dom i-

nated by the m issing G S dom ains.In generalthe di�er-

encebetween theenergiesoftheG S and DS derivesfrom

the com bination of dom ain walls and Zeem an energy.

Fig. 6 shows that for ld sm allthe DS dom ains do not

have m uch Zeem an energy. This changesifld is larger,

in which regim ethescalingapproachestheIm ry-M a-like

scaling (l0:5
d
).The im plication isthatthe �eld energy of

largedom ainsin theDS self-averages,and com esfrom a

sum ofrandom contributions(ie.thedom ainscontain re-

gionswheretheactualrandom �eld sum isoppositetothe

spin orientation,such asthe m issing G S dom ains). The

cross-overbetween thesm allld-behaviorand theasym p-

toticscaling islocated closeto hldiD S.

IV . A R O U N D T H E D ISO R D ER IN D U C ED

T R A N SIT IO N

A . Sim ulations in d = 3

TheRFIM displaysadisorderinduced phasetransition

both in theG S and in thehysteresisloop,which can also

beobserved analyzing theDS [21,22,39].IftheG S and

theDS arealwaysparam agnetic,thetransition isabsent

and thusweperform num ericalsim ulationsin d = 3.O ur

aim isto characterizethedi�erencebetween DS and G S

around the disorderinduced transition.

In d = 3 for low disorder,the G S is ferrom agnetic,

while for higherdisorderit becom es param agnetic. For

G aussian disorder,the transition pointhasbeen located

num erically atR
(G S)
c ’ 2:28.Itispossible to de�ne the

usualset ofcriticalexponents characterizing the phase

transition and com pute the valuesby exactG S calcula-

tions. Forinstance,the m agnetization M � hjm ji,with

m �
P

i
si=N ,scalescloseto the transition pointas

M = Ar
�
; (28)

where r � (R � Rc)=R c is the reduced order param e-

ter and A is a non-universalconstant. The correlation

length de�nes another exponent � = (B r)� � {where B

isanothernon-universalconstant{ which rulesthe �nite

sizescaling ofthe m odel

M = AL
� �=�

f

�

B L
1=�(R � Rc)=R c

�

: (29)

Sim ulationsyield �(G S) ’ 1:17 and �(G S) = 0:02.

A disorderinduced transition isalso found in thehys-

teresis loop. At low disorder the loop shows a m acro-

scopic jum p,which disappearsata criticalvalue forthe

disorder. Thistransition reectsitselfin the DS,which

isferrom agnetic when the m ain loop hasa jum p and is

param agnetic otherwise. The transition point has been
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obtained num erically in d = 3 asR
(D S)
c ’ 2:16 and the

criticalexponents have been m easured. In particular,

Ref. [39]reports data collapses with �(D S) = 0:04 and

�(D S) = 1:41. W hile there is strong evidence that the

exponentsm easured in the DS should be equalto those

m easured on the m ain loop,the relation with the equi-

librium transition isnotclear.

W e notice �rst that num erical sim ulations reported

in the literature indicate that the transition appears at

slightly di�erentlocationsin theG S and in theDS.Hart-

m ann and Nowak reportR G S
c = 2:29� 0:04 forthe G S

with system size up to L = 80,Hartm ann and Young

re�ne thisvalue to R
(G S)
c = 2:28� 0:01 with sizesup to

L = 96,which isalso con�rm ed by M iddleton and Fisher

which estim ate R
(G S)
c = 2:27� 0:04. For the hysteresis

loop the best estim ate is R c = 2:16 � 0:03,with sys-

tem sizesup to L = 320 and a sim ilarvalue forthe D S

[21,39].Thus,unlessstrong �nitesizee�ectstakeplace,

oneistem pted to concludethatthetwo transitionstake

placeattwo di�erentvaluesofR c.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4
R

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

M

DS L=10
DS L=20
DS L=40
DS L=60
DS L=80
GS L=10
GS L=20
GS L=40
GS L=60
GS L=80

FIG .7:Them agnetization oftheG S and theD S in d = 3 for

di�erentsystem sizesL and disorderR .

Hereweanalyzetheproblem again by num ericalsim u-

lations,com puting theG S and theDS num erically,using

the sam e disorder realizations for the two cases. Sim -

ulations are perform ed for cubic lattices oflinear sizes

L = 10;20;40;60;80 and the results are averaged over

severalrealizationsoftherandom �elds.TheG S isfound

exactly using a m in-cut/m ax-ow algorithm ,while de-

m agnetization isperform ed approxim ately with thealgo-

rithm discussed in Ref.[21]with dH = 10� 3 (seesection

II).In both cases,we com pute the average m agnetiza-

tion asa function ofthe disorderwidth (see Fig.7). In

Fig.8wecollapsethetwosetsofdata intoasinglecurve,

using two di�erentvaluesforR c (i.e. R
(G S)
c = 2:28 and

R
(D S)
c = 2:16)butthesam evaluesfortheexponents(i.e.

1=� = 0:73and � = 0:03).Thebestvaluefortheratioof

the non-universalconstantisfound to be A D S=A G S ’ 1

−2 0 2 4 6
BL

1/ν
(R−Rc)/Rc

0

0.5

1

M
L

β/
ν

DS L=10
DS L=20
DS L=40
DS L=80
GS L=10
GS L=20
GS L=40
GS L=80

FIG .8:Num ericalresultsin d = 3:Them agnetization can be

collapsed using R c = 2:28 (G S) and R c = 2:16 (D S),1=� =

0:73 and � = 0:03. The scaling curve is the sam e for D S

and G S indicating universal behavior. The values for the

ratios ofthe non-universalconstants are A D S=A G S = 1 and

B D S =B G S = 0:68.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4
R

0.7

0.8

0.9

1
q

L=10
L=20
L=40
L=60
L=80

FIG .9:Theoverlap between theG S and theD S in d = 3 for

di�erentsystem sizes.

and B D S=B G S = 0:68 � 0:02. The fact that the scal-

ing function is the sam e for the two cases is a strong

indication for universality,going beyond the sim ple nu-

m ericalsim ilarity ofthe exponents.There isalwaysthe

possibility thatin the lim itL ! 1 R
(G S)
c = R

(D S)
c . At

thepresentstagethishypothesisisnotsupported by the

data,sincewewerenotableto collapseallthedata into

a singlecurveusing the sam eR c.

Next,we com pare the statisticalpropertiesofthe G S

and the DS around the transitions. In Fig.9 we report

the value ofthe overlap asa function ofR fordi�erent

system sizes. W hen the disorder is decreased from the
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M

D
S
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FIG .10:Thedi�erencein m agnetization between theG S and

the D S in d = 3 fordi�erentsystem sizes.

param agneticregion,the overlap decreasesasford = 1.

However for low disorder the overlap rapidly increases

and reaches1 in the ferrom agneticstate.The m inim um

of the overlap is located in the param eter region cor-

responding to the transitions (i.e. R � 2:2 � 2:3). A

decreasein the overlap around the transition can be ex-

pected,since for R
(D S)
c < R < R

(G S)
c the G S is ferro-

m agnetic (M > 0)and the DS isparam agnetic(M = 0)

asitisalso apparentplotting the di�erence in the m ag-

netization (see Fig.10).

In sum m ary, three dim ensional sim ulations indicate

thatthetransitionsin theG S and DS areuniversal,but

the criticalparam eterseem sto di�er.Consequently the

G S and DS di�erm ostly around thetransition,whilethe

di�erence is sm allerin the param agnetic and ferrom ag-

netic phases.

B . T he B ethe lattice

The RFIM can be solved exactly in the Bethe lattice,

displaying a disorderinduced transition in theG S and in

theDS [22].Itisthusan interesting caseto com parethe

twostatesaround therespectivetransition directly in the

therm odynam ic lim it. W e considerhere a Bethe lattice

with coordination z and obtain the G S generalizing the

d = 1 case as in Ref. [38]. In this case N refers to

the generation ofthe lattice,and Z �
n are the partition

functions ofa branch ofgeneration n with a �xed up

(down) spin at the centralsite. The recursion relation

forthe Z �
n is

Z
�

n (i)= e
� �h i

Y

j2I(i)

(Z
+
n� 1(j)e

� �J + Z
�

n� 1(j)e
� �J ) (30)

where for any given site ithe sum overj runsoverthe

z� 1 nearestneighborsofiaway from the centerofthe

lattice.Then,following the d = 1 case,onecan write

Fn(i)=
X

j2I(i)

�

Fn�1(j)�
1

2�
ln2(cosh(�J)+ cosh(2�xn(j)))

�

(31)

where

xn(i)=
1

2�
ln(Z +

n (i)=Z
�

n (i)); (32)

so thatthe contribution atthe freeenergy from site iis

f(i)= �
1

2�
ln(2cosh�J + 2cosh(2�xn(i))): (33)

xn(i)isa stochasticquantity satisfying the equation

xn(i)= hi+
X

j2I(i)

g(xn� 1(j)) (34)

W hen R ! 0 Eq. (34) has a �xed point solution of

x1 = (z � 1)g(x1 ). x1 = 0 is a solution for any J

and �. For� < �c =
1

2
ln z

z� 2
there are also two stable

solutions� x1 6= 0 corresponding to theappearanceofa

ferrom agneticphase.

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
(Rc−R)/Rc

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

M
2

GS
DS

1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

R

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

M

FIG .11:Them agnetization oftheG S and theD S com puted

exactly on theBethelatticewith z = 4 in thetherm odynam ic

lim it,showing the ordering ofthe criticalpoint (see inset).

W hen the data are plotted against the reduced param eter

(R c � R )=R c thecurvessuperim pose.Theresultim pliesthat

forthe Bethe lattice A G S = A D S.

To perform quenched averagesonehasto solveforthe

probability distribution ofW n(xn), where W n(x)dx =

Prob(x < xn < x + dx), which satis�es the recursive

functionalequation

W n+ 1(x)=

Z 1

� 1

dhP (h)

Z 1

� 1

dx1W n(x1)� � �

� � �

Z
1

� 1

dxz� 1W n(xz�1)�(x � h � H �

z� 1X

k= 1

g(xk));(35)
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so thatin the therm odynam ic lim itW 1 isgiven by the

�xed pointequation

W 1 (x)=

Z 1

� 1

dx1W 1 (x1)� � �

� � �

Z
1

� 1

dxz�1W 1 (xz�1)P (x� h� H �

z� 1X

k= 1;

g(xk)):(36)

O nce W 1 is known,any therm odynam ic quantity can

be com puted. In particular,the free energy per spin is

given again by (12)and them agnetization atthecentral

siteofan in�nite lattice,isgiven by Eq.(13)whereZ "#

arerespectively thepartition function with thespin at0

�xed up (down).Thesearegiven by

Z
"# = e

� �h 0

Y

k= 1;z

(e� �J Z
+

k
+ e

� �J
Z
�

k
) (37)

and Z �

k
fork = 1;� � � z arethe partition functionsofthe

zbranchesattached tothecentralsite0,with thebound-

aryspin �xed up(down).Thisgivesforthem agnetization

atthe centralsite hs0i

hs0i= tanh(�(h0 +
X

k= 1;z

g(xk))) (38)

The m agnetization for the in�nite lattice can then be

obtained averaging overthe quenched variablesxr;l:

M =

Z
1

� 1

dhP (h)

Z
1

� 1

dx1W N (x1)� � �

� � �

Z 1

� 1

dxzW N (xz)tanh(�(h +
X

k= 1;z

g(xk))):(39)

Fora G aussian random -�eld distribution the �xed point

equation can not be solved explicitly and we thus re-

sort to a num ericalintegration. W e obtain W 1 (x) for

z = 4,and for di�erent values ofR,and com pute the

m agnetization using Eq.(39). In Fig.11 we com pare

the m agnetization ofthe G S with the one ofthe rem -

nantm agnetization in theDS,com puted in Ref.[22].As

observed in the sim ulationsin d = 3,the transition oc-

cursattwo di�erentlocations(see the insetofFig.11),

forz = 4 R
(D S)
c = 1:781258:::[22]and R

(G S)
c ’ 1:8375,

with the m ean-�eld exponent(� = 1=2). W hen plotted

against (R � Rc)=R c the two curves superim pose close

to the criticalpoint.Thisindicatesthat,though notre-

quired by universality,in the Bethe lattice A G S = A D S,

asalso found in d = 3.

To investigatepossible �nite size scaling we have per-

form ed num ericalsim ulations in the Bethe lattice,fol-

lowing the m ethod ofRef.[25].Collapsing theorderpa-

ram eter curve as in d = 3,using a scaling form sim ilar

to Eq.(29),doesnotappearto be possible in the Bethe

lattice,because the scaling region isvery narrow. Thus

to test �nite size scaling,we have com puted the distri-

bution ofthe m agnetization m atthe respective critical

point,R
(D S)
c and R

(G S)
c fordi�erentlatticesizesN .The

distributionscan allbecollapsed intothesam ecurve(see

Fig.12),using the form P (jm j)= f(jm j=M )=M .

0 1 2 3
|m|/M

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

P
(|m

|)M

DS N=10000
DS N=20000
DS N=40000
GS N=10000
GS N=20000
GS N=40000

FIG .12: The distributions ofthe m agnetization in the D S

and the G S at their respective criticalpoints on the Bethe

lattice,obtained num erically fordi�erentlattice sizesN ,can

be allcollapsed together.

V . R EA C H IN G T H E G R O U N D STA T E B Y

N O N -EQ U ILIB R IU M D Y N A M IC S

After having shown that the G S and the DS corre-

spond to di�erentm icroscopiccon�gurations,weinvesti-

gatenow iftheG S spin con�guration m ay bereached by

a �eld history other then the ac-dem agnetization. The

answer to this question requires a clari�cation on the

relation existing between locally stable states (given by

the solutionsofEq.(2)),and the spin con�gurationsvis-

ited along the non-equilibrium dynam icsinduced by the

varying �eld. In fact,not allstable con�gurationsm ay

bereached by a �eld history from saturation.Theprob-

lem has been treated in [40]where it has been shown

that,given a spin con�guration obtained by a �eld his-

tory,supposed unknown,the sequence ofreversal�elds

that applied to saturation gives back the originalstate

can be recovered.Forspin system sthisinverse function

is given by an algorithm which is able to construct the

reverse�eld history (RFH)[40].Thism ethod isapplied

then to investigate ifa given spin con�guration m ay be

reached by �eld history from saturation: ifa �eld his-

tory leading to the state existsthe algorithm produce a

sequence ofreversal�elds;ifno �eld history exists the

algorithm enters a recursive loop. The investigation of

the properties of unreachable states has been recently

perform ed and leads to a classi�cation ofstable states

on oriented graphs[41].Thestudy isperform ed herefor

the G S spin con�guration that,for the RFIM at �nite

sizeand fora given disorderrealization,can beindepen-
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dently derived by exactcom binatorialalgorithm s(asthe

m ax-ow m in-cut).

A . R FH A lgorithm

Consider the �nalspin con�guration s (the set ofN

Ising spins)resulting afterthe application ofa �eld his-

tory ending at H = 0 and consisting in a sequence of

reversal�elds fH g = fH 1;:::;H ng from the saturated

stateand letusde�nethefunction s= f(fH g).Theset

ofallstatesobtained thisway isde�ned asthehysteresis

states (H-states). Due to adiabatic dynam icalresponse

and return point m em ory,this state s willcontain the

m em ory ofa subsetofthe reversal�elds.In factnotall

the reversal�elds determ ine the �nalstate s. For ex-

am ple,in term s ofaverage m agnetization,the reversal

�eldswhich give rise to closed m inorloopsdo notinu-

ence the �nalstate,i.e. their m em ory is erased,while

the m em ory ofthe setofreversal�eldsfH Sg which are

not erased is contained in the �nalstate. The inverse

function fH Sg= g(s)allows,startingfrom a spin con�g-

uration s belonging to the H-statesensem ble,to obtain

the setofreversal�eldsfH Sg which have been actually

stored in thestateand that-ifapplied asa �eld history

-willreproduce the originalstate,i.e. s = f(g(s)). W e

de�ne this set ofreversal�elds fH Sg as m inim al�eld

history.

TheRFH algorithm takesasinputa con�guration sat

H = 0 and givesasoutput-when itexists-thereversal

�eld history from saturation to the state s. The form u-

lation ofthe algorithm isbased on the order-preserving

character ofthe dynam ics [13],and is therefore,appli-

cable to a wide range ofm odels beyond the RFIM .An

interesting resultoftheRFH algorithm isobtained when

it is applied to a state s not belonging to the H-states

(i.e. where no �eld history exists). The iterated search

forthe reversal�eld sequenceentersan iteration and,in

thiscase,itcan beshown thatno �eld history leading to

the stateexists.

B . Sim ulation results in 1d

The RFH algorithm wasapplied to explore the possi-

bility to reach the G S by non equilibrium dynam ics by

the num ericalstudy ofthe RFIM in onedim ension with

periodicboundary conditions.W eperform ed ourinvesti-

gationson system shavingN = 5000spins,averagingthe

resultsfor100 di�erentrealizationsofthesam edisorder

R. The G S wasobtained by the m ax-ow m in-cut pro-

cedure for each realization and the RFH algorithm was

applied. At each disorder value R,the fraction fG S of

therealizationsin which theG S resulted to bereachable

wascom puted.Forcom parison the sam e procedurewas

applied starting from locally stable states generated by

random sam pling the set oflocalm inim a. The results

areshown in Fig.13.

As a �rst �nding the G S does not result to be sys-

tem atically �eld reachable and the fraction depends on

the disorder. O ne m ay conclude that the fact that the

G S is som etim es reachable is a pure e�ect ofthe �nite

system size. However,also for the random states the

fraction offound states fR N D sensibly changes with R,

butfollowing a di�erentcurve. Ifthere wasno correla-

tion between G S and the H-statesthe two curveswould

becoincident.ThedependenceoffR N D on R reectsthe

factthatthenum berofH-statesdependson thedisorder

valueand thesystem size[42],and only atlargedisorder,

where the num beroflocally stable statesdecreases,the

ratio between H-states and stable states is signi�cantly

greaterthen zero.
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FIG .13: Fraction ofreachablestates(averagesover100 real-

izationsofdisorder)diam onds:fraction fR N D ;circles:frac-

tion fG S

V I. C O N C LU SIO N S

For disordered system s like the random �eld Ising

m odelonewould beinterested in both universalityin sta-

tisticalpropertiesand in thequestion how to \optim ize"

in the case ofa sam ple with a given distribution ofthe

im purities. In this paper we have studied this problem

in detail, by com paring the dem agnetized and ground

states. O ur m ain �ndings are the following: First,the

characterofthe G S issuch thatitisglobally optim ized,

and thedem agnetizationproceduredoesnotperform well

unlesstheoptim ization problem israthertrivial.Thisis

slightly surprising since the conclusion holdsin particu-

larifthe RFIM G S isparam agnetic.Then the DS does

notm anage to �nd the rightspin con�guration,so that

asseen in thed = 1 casem any ofthedom ainsoftheG S

do notappearin the DS.

Second, in d = 3 (and with the aid of the Bethe
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lattice solution), it can be dem onstrated that the ex-

istence ofa phase transition for both the DS and G S

m akes the \phase diagram " ofoptim ization to show a

regim e where the outcom e is less optim al: in the para-

m agnetic phase ofthe DS,where the G S isalready fer-

rom agneticsincethecriticalthresholdsareordered such

that R
(G S)
c > R

(D S)
c = 1:84. In this regim e DS and

G S areexpected to di�erstrongly in thetherm odynam ic

lim it.W ealso providenum ericalevidencethatthed = 3

transition appearsto havethesam ecriticalexponentsin

both the G S and DS [43]. Thiscan be considered both

surprising { there being no exact �eld theoreticalway

oftreating the d = 3 phase transition { and expected,

sincethefunctionalrenorm alization calculationsin spite

oftheir shortcom ings indicate that the actions are the

sam e [14]. It seem s intriguing that such universality is

m etexactly in thelim itwherethe\optim ized"character

ofthe DS changes.

The resultsindicate thatforthe particularsystem at

hand,wherethedisordercouplesdirectly totheexpected

m agnetization,\local" optim ization m ethods have di�-

culties. O fcourse,as in \hysteretic optim ization",one

can perturb or\shake" the state obtained from the DS

proceduretotrytostilllowertheenergy.Theseattem pts

are ofcourse usually just heuristic. In the case ofthe

RFIM ,the jointapproach ofoptim izing by the DS and

com puting the G S exactly allows to understand better

sim ilaritiesand di�erencesbetween equilibrium and low

energy non-equilibrium states.

In addition to theferrom agneticRFIM m odel,onecan

considerothersystem swheretwodisorderinduced phase

transitions exist. Num ericalsim ulations and analytical

resultshave shown thata disorderinduced transition in

the hysteresisloop can be observed in the random bond

Ising m odel[44],in therandom �eld O (N)m odel[45],in

therandom anisotropy m odel[46,47]and in therandom

Blum e-Em ery-G ri�th m odel[44].Allthesesystem sdis-

play aswella transition in equilibrium and itwould be

interesting to com paretheirDS and G S.

Interfacesin quenched disorderwould provideanother

interesting exam ple,since the roughnessexponenttypi-

cally di�ersin and outofequilibrium (i.e.atthe depin-

ning threshold) [4]. It would be interesting to m easure

theroughnessofan interfaceaftera dem agnetization cy-

cle(i.e.afterthe�eld driving theinterfaceiscycled with

decreasing am plitude),and com pare its properties with

those ofthe ground state interface. Finally,there isthe

issueofenergeticsofexcitationsin therespectiveensem -

bles:the universality ofexponentsand scaling functions

would seem to im ply thatthesealso scalesim ilarly.
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We compare the ground state of the random-field Ising model with Gaussian distributed random
fields, with its non-equilibrium hysteretic counterpart, the demagnetized state. This is a low energy
state obtained by a sequence of slow magnetic field oscillations with decreasing amplitude. The main
concern is how optimized the demagnetized state is with respect to the best-possible ground state.
Exact results for the energy in d = 1 show that in a paramagnet, with finite spin-spin correlations,
there is a significant difference in the energies if the disorder is not so strong that the states are
trivially almost alike. We use numerical simulations to better characterize the difference between
the ground state and the demagnetized state. For d ≥ 3 the random-field Ising model displays a
disorder induced phase transition between a paramagnetic and a ferromagnetic state. The locations

of the critical points R
(DS)
c , R

(GS)
c differ for the demagnetized state and ground state. Consequently,

it is in this regime that the optimization of the demagnetized stat is the worst whereas both deep
in the paramagnetic regime and in the ferromagnetic one the states resemble each other to a great
extent. We argue based on the numerics that in d = 3 the scaling at the transition is the same in
the demagnetized and ground states. This claim is corroborated by the exact solution of the model
on the Bethe lattice, where the Rc’s are also different.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between equilibrium and non-equilibrium
states is a central problem in the physics of disordered
systems. Disorder induces a multitude of metastable
states in which the system can easily be trapped. The
dynamics is usually very slow, or glassy, and on obser-
vational timescales the system is basically always out of
equilibrium. On the other hand, from the theoretical
point of view it is easier to consider equilibrium proper-
ties, since in this case it is possible to use all the ma-
chinery of statistical physics to tackle the problem. The
question is whether the equilibrium properties of disor-
dered systems provide a faithful representation of the
non-equilibrium states in which the system is likely to
be found in practice. This dichotomy is at the core of
many unsolved issues in the field of disordered system.
Typical quantities that one could compare are the energy,
the geometric characterization of the state (as domains
in magnets), and the energy cost of excitations.

A simplification of the problem is obtained considering
only athermal processes, in which the temperature of the
system plays no role and can be ignored. The equilib-
rium state is in this case just the ground state (GS), the
state of minimal energy [1]. A zero temperature, non–
equilibrium dynamics is purely relaxational: the system
falls simply in the closest metastable state. A convenient
way to allow the system to explore the various metastable
states is by applying an external magnetic field. Differ-
ent field histories typically result in hysteresis and lead

to different metastable configurations [2].

The demagnetization process consists in applying a
slowly varying AC field with decreasing amplitude, and
provides a simple way to access low energy states [2].
It has been studied for more than a century, but until
recently the question how close the demagnetized state
(DS) is to the true GS was not addressed. This is the
concern of our work, the problem of how such an opti-
mization process works in the case of a random magnet.
Recently, Pazmandy et al. have proposed the demag-
netization process as the basis for a new optimization
algorithm for disordered systems [3]. The idea behind
such “hysteretic optimization”, is that demagnetization
leads to a low energy state, sufficiently close to the GS,
which can then be reached by applying other methods
using the DS as an input. The method was tested for
different models like spin glasses and NP–hard problems.

Here we will concentrate on the random-field Ising
model (RFIM), that, while retaining some complex fea-
tures characteristic of disordered systems, still allows for
a theoretical analysis [4]. In the RFIM, due to the ab-
sence of frustration, the equilibrium state is relatively
simple, however, the non–equilibrium dynamics is far
from trivial. Due to the coupling of the local disorder
to the order parameter, even the GS presents a variety
of phenomena, which can be studied numerically [5–8].
In fact the GS of the RFIM can be found in a poly-
nomial CPU-time, with exact combinatorial algorithms
[1] and solved exactly in d = 1 and on the Bethe lat-
tice [9, 10]. The equilibrium critical exponents for ran-
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dom field magnets have been measured experimentally in
Fe0.93Zn0.07F2 [11, 12].

The hysteretic properties of non equilibrium RFIM
have been widely studied in the recent literature. The
hysteresis loops display a disorder induced phase transi-
tion: for low disorder the loop has a macroscopic jump
at the coercive field, while at high disorder the loop is
smooth, at least on the macroscopic scale [13–15]. At
smaller scale the magnetization curve is highly discon-
tinuous, showing Barkhausen-type bursts, in correspon-
dence to jumps between different metastable states [16].
A disorder induced non-equilibrium phase transition in
the hysteresis loop has been studied experimentally in
Co-CoO films [17] and Cu-Al-Mn alloys [18].

Extensive numerical simulations have been used to
characterize disorder induced transitions in the non-
equilibrium RFIM and critical exponents have been es-
timated in several dimensions [15, 19, 20]. The model
has been studied by the renormalization group and the
exponents have been computed in a ǫ = 6 − d expan-
sion [14]. In addition the hysteresis loop has been com-
puted exactly in d = 1 and on the Bethe lattice, where
the disorder induced transition is present for sufficiently
large coordination number. While in d = 1 there is def-
initely no transition, the situation in d = 2 is less clear.
Recently the problem of minor loops has been tackled
analytically and numerically. In particular, the demag-
netization curve has been computed exactly in d = 1 [21]
and on the Bethe lattice [22], extending previous calcu-
lations [23–26] of minor loops.

The equilibrium properties of the RFIM are governed
by a zero-temperature fixed point, and in finite dimen-
sions (d < 5 in practice) GS calculations have elucidated
the properties of the phase diagram. In d ≥ 3 the GS
displays a ferromagnetic phase transition induced by the
disorder. As domain wall energy arguments and exact
mathematical results indicate, in d = 2 there is no phase
transition but an effective ferromagnetic regime for small
systems, while in d = 1 the RFIM is trivially paramag-
netic. It has been suggested that the transition in the GS
is ruling the transition in the non-equilibrium hysteresis
loop, also because mean-field calculations give the same
results in and out of equilibrium [28]. Numerical values
of the exponents are close but not equal, but one must
consider the difficulties in extrapolating values from the
finite size scaling [28, 29]. More recently, the question
of the universality of the exponents, with respect to the
shape of the disorder distribution, was discussed in d = 3
simulations, mean-field theory, and on the Bethe lattice
[30–32].

Below we report a detailed comparison of the zero
temperature equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties
of the RFIM with Gaussian distribution of the random
fields. We first analyze the problem in d = 1, where exact
results can be obtained. The average value of the energy
is computed as a function of the disorder strength for
the DS and the GS. A direct comparison of the two val-
ues shows that for weak disorder the differences become

more substantial, while for strong disorder, where each
spin basically aligns with the random field, the difference
tends to vanish. Numerical studies using the same disor-
der realizations reveal that the main difference between
the two states comes from the complete reversal of GS
domains in the DS. This is also visible in the overlap
between the GS and DS.

We then study the d = 3 case in which both para-
magnetic and ferromagnetic behavior exist. The ques-
tion of whether the transitions appearing in the GS and
in the hysteresis loop are universal has often been de-
bated in the literature [28, 29]. At the mean-field level
it is not possible to distinguish the equilibrium and the
non-equilibrium case and the transition if thus trivially
the same. In addition, the ǫ expansion for the equilib-
rium and hysteretic transitions is the same to all orders,
but one should always consider the possibility of non-
perturbative corrections to the field theory. Numerical
simulations in d = 3 indicate that the critical exponents
and the critical disorder in the two transitions are reason-
ably close, but the numerical uncertainties do not allow
for a conclusive statement about their identity. Here we
directly compare the behavior of the GS and the DS in
d = 3 close to the disorder induced phase transitions. We
show that while the non universal critical parameter Rc

differs in the two cases, the universal finite-size scaling
curve for the order parameter can be collapsed on the
same curve. This suggests some kind of universality in
the GS and the DS transitions. The numerical simula-
tions for the GS and DS are done for the same disorder
realizations for the both cases, for cubic lattices of linear
sizes L = 10, 20, 40, 80. The results are averaged over
several realizations of the quenched random fields. In
both cases, we compute the average magnetization as a
function of the disorder width.

A difference in the location of the critical point for
equilibrium and non-equilibrium behavior of the same
model may appear rather peculiar and one could be
tempted to ascribe it to finite size corrections. In order
to clarify this issue, we have solved exactly the model on
the Bethe lattice and compared the results for GS and
DS. While the exponents, as expected, are the same, co-
inciding with the results of mean-field theory, the critical
disorder differs in the two cases. Namely the transition
in the DS occurs at a lower disorder value. Thus there is
an intermediate parameter region where the GS is ferro-
magnetic but the DS is paramagnetic. In conclusion, the
solution on the Bethe lattice corroborates the picture ob-
tained from simulations in d = 3. From the optimization
viewpoint, the d = 3 case shows an intermediate phase of
“bad” correspondence between the GS and DS, exactly

as in d = 1. This however stops as the R
(DS)
c is ap-

proached: naturally if both the states are ferromagnetic
the optimization of the DS is much easier. To further ex-
plore the question of universality of the two transitions
in the GS and in the DS, we have computed the distribu-
tion of the magnetization at the respective critical point,

R
(DS)
c and R

(GS)
c for different lattice sizes. The distribu-
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tions can again all be collapsed into the same curve.
Finally, we consider the question of when is it actually

possible to reach the exact GS via demagnetization. To
this end, we consider a reverse field history (RFH) algo-
rithm that allows in principle to construct a field history
to get to the GS, if possible at all. Studies of the d = 1
case illuminate the difficulty of optimizing since it turns
out that for anything but very strong disorders R the
probability to reach the GS rapidly decays to zero.

Our main conclusion is that, in general, demagnetiza-
tion is not a good technique for reaching states that are
truly close to the equilibrium, except in cases where the
outcome is clearly similar from the very beginning (FM
states and PM states where the disorder is strong). This
holds for both the energy of the states and also for the
spin configurations. A simple formulation is that, since
the DS is not optimized well in terms of the locations
of domain walls, it has an excess random field (Zeeman)
energy.

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we de-
fine the model and discuss its numerical treatment. In
sec. III we analyze the one-dimensional case, analytically
and numerically. Section IV is devoted to the behavior
around the disorder induced transition in d = 3 and on
the Bethe lattice. Section V demonstrates the RFH al-
gorithm, together with numerical studies. Conclusions
are reported in section VI. An account of some of these
results was briefly reported in Ref. [34].

II. THE RANDOM-FIELD ISING MODEL

In the RFIM, a spin si = ±1 is assigned to each
site i of a d−dimensional lattice. The spins are cou-
pled to their nearest-neighbors spins by a ferromagnetic
interaction of strength J and to the external field H .
In addition, to each site of the lattice it is associated
a random field hi taken from a Gaussian probability
ρ(h) = exp(−h2/2R2)/

√
2πR, with variance R. The

Hamiltonian thus reads

H = −
∑

〈i,j〉

Jsisj −
∑

i

(H + hi)si, (1)

where the first sum is restricted to nearest-neighbors
pairs.

In this paper we will consider only the case of zero
temperature, both in equilibrium and out of equilibrium.
The T = 0 equilibrium problem amounts to find the mini-
mum of H for a given realization of the random-fields (i.e.
the GS) and then eventually perform the thermodynamic
limit. This problem has been solved exactly in a num-
ber of simple cases, namely in d = 1 and on the Bethe
lattice, for particular disorder distributions and studied
numerically in generic dimensions.

The RFIM GS is solvable in a polynomial CPU-
time, with exact combinatorial algorithms. For the one-
dimensional case, the solution can be found via a map-
ping to a “shortest path problem” [35] which effectively

places the domain walls in optimal positions, correspond-
ing to the global minimum of H. For higher dimensions,
one starts by noticing that finding the RFIM GS is equiv-
alent to the min-cut/max-flow problem of combinatorial
optimization. This can be solved in a variety of ways.
We use a so-called push-relabel variant of the preflow al-
gorithm [36]. Such methods, properly implemented, are
in general slightly sub-linear in their performance as a
function of the number of spins in the problem.

For the out of equilibrium case, we need to specify an
appropriate dynamics, ruling the evolution of the spins.
We will consider the dynamics proposed in Ref. [37] and
used in Refs. [13–15] to study the hysteresis loop. At
each time step the spins align with the local field

si = sign(J
∑

j

sj + hi + H), (2)

until a metastable state is reached. This dynamics can be
used to obtain the hysteresis loop. The system is started
from a state with all the spin down si = −1 and then H
is ramped slowly from H → −∞ to H → ∞. The limit
of dH/dt → 0 can be conveniently obtained by increasing
the field precisely of the amount necessary to flip the first
unstable spin. A single spin flip increases the local field
of the nearest neighboring spins, generating an avalanche
of flippings. When the systems finds another metastable
state, the field is increased again. This dynamics obeys
return-point memory [13]: if the field is increased adi-
abatically the magnetization only depends on the state
in which the field was last reversed. This property has
been exploited in d = 1 [21, 24] and in the Bethe lattice
[22, 27] to obtain exactly the saturation cycle and the
minor loops.

The main hysteresis loop selects a series of metastable
states, which in principle are not particularly close to
the ground state. To obtain low energy states, we per-
form a demagnetization procedure: the external field
is changed through a nested succession H = H0 →
H1 → H2 → .....Hn... → 0, with H2n > H2n+2 > 0,
H2n−1 < H2n+1 < 0 and dH ≡ H2n−H2n+2 → 0. A per-
fect demagnetization can be performed numerically using
the prescription discussed above to obtain dH/dt → 0.
Such a perfect demagnetization is quite expensive compu-
tationally and it is convenient to perform an approximate
demagnetization using dH = 10−3. A comparison of the
states obtained under approximate and perfect demag-
netization shows negligible differences.

III. GROUND STATE AND DEMAGNETIZED

STATE IN ONE DIMENSION

A. Exact results: ground state

The GS energy can be computed exactly in d = 1 using
transfer matrix methods [9] The free energy of a chain of
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length N is given by

FN = − 1

β
ln(ZN ) = − 1

β
ln(Z+

N − Z−
N ) ≃ − 1

β
ln(Z+

NZ−
N )

(3)
where ZN is the partition function with free boundary
conditions and Z±

N are the partition functions with the
spin at site 1 fixed up(down). These functions satisfy the
following recursive relation:

Z±
N = e±βh1(Z+

N−1e
±βJ + Z−

N−1e
∓βJ) (4)

The last step in eq.(3) uses the approximation Z+
N +Z−

N ≃
√

Z+
NZ−

N which holds in the large N limit since Z±
N both

diverge with the ratio Z+
N/Z−

N being finite. From Eq. (4)
it follows

Z+
NZ−

N = Z+
N−1Z

−
N−1(2 cosh(βJ) + 2 cosh(2βxN )) (5)

where xN = 1
2β ln(Z+

N/Z−
N), which gives for the total free

energy

FN = FN−1 −
1

2β
ln(2 cosh(βJ) + 2 cosh(2βxN )) (6)

where xN = 1
2β ln(Z+

N/Z−
N ), so that one can define a free

energy per site

f = − 1

2β
ln(2 coshβJ + 2 cosh(2βxN )). (7)

xN is a stochastic quantity satisfying the equation

xN = h1 + g(xN−1) (8)

where g(x) = 1
2β ln

((

e2β(x+J) + 1
)

/
(

e2β(x) + e2β(J)
))

When R → 0 Eq. (8) has a fixed point solution of
x∞ = g(x∞). It is easy to check that x∞ = 0 is the
only solution for any J and β finite, corresponding to
the absence of a phase transition.

When R is non-zero xN is a random variable with an
associated distribution WN (x), where

WN (x)dx = Prob(x < xN < x + dx). (9)

WN (x) satisfies the recursive functional equation

WN+1(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dhP (h)×

∫ ∞

−∞
dx1WN (x1)δ(x − h − H − g(x1)) (10)

so that in the thermodynamic limit W∞ is given by the
fixed point equation

W∞(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dx1W∞(x1)P (x − h − H − g(x1)) . (11)

Once W∞ is known, any thermodynamic quantity can be
computed. In particular, the free energy per spin, which
is given by

〈f〉 = − 1

β

∫ ∞

−∞

dxW∞(x) (cosh(2β) + cosh 2βx) . (12)

The magnetization at a site 0 of an infinite lattice, is
given by

〈s0〉 = Z↑−Z↓

Z↑+Z↓ =
√

Z↑/Z↓−
√

Z↓/Z↑√
Z↑/Z↓+

√
Z↓/Z↑

= tanh
(

1
2 ln(Z↑/Z↓)

)

, (13)

where Z↑↓ are respectively the partition functions with
the spin at 0 fixed up (down). These are given by

Z↑↓= e±βh0(e±βJZ+
r + e∓βJZ−

r )(e±βJZ+
l + e∓βJZ−

l )
(14)

where Z±
r,l are the partition functions for the semi-infinite

right(left) lattice, with the spin at site 1 (−1) fixed
up(down). This gives

〈s0〉 = tanh(β(h0 + g(xr) + g(xl))). (15)

Finally, The magnetization for the infinite lattice is ob-
tained averaging over the quenched variables xr,l:

m =
∫ ∞

−∞
dhP (h)

∫ ∞

−∞
dxrWN (xr)

∫ ∞

−∞
dxlWN (xl) tanh (β(h + g(xr) + g(xl))) . (16)

B. Exact results: Demagnetized state

In d = 1 the magnetization and the energy per spin
as a function of the external field can be derived explic-
itly through a probabilistic reasoning. We show how to
get these results on the saturation loop, focusing on the
lower branch. (The results on the upper branch can be
obtained by symmetry considerations.) Similar but much
more involved reasoning can be repeated for any minor
loop.

The central quantity to consider, in order to solve for
the magnetization as a function of the external field H
on the hysteresis loop, is the conditional probability for a
spin to be up, conditioned to one of its nearest neighbors
being down. To calculate this quantity, one can reason
as follows: fix the spin at site i − 1 down. Define pm(H)
as the probability for a spin to be up, given that exactly
m (m = 0, 1, 2) of its neighbors are up:

pm(H) = P (heff

i > 0) =

∫ ∞

(z − 2m)J − H

dhρ(h) , (17)

where z is the coordination number (z = 2 in d = 1). Fix
for a moment the spin at site i down as well and look at
the spin at site i+1. It will be up with probability U0

and down with probability 1−U0. The spin at site i will
flip up with probability p1 when the spin at i+1 is up
and p0 when it is down. Ultimately, the spin at i will
be up (conditioned to the spin at i−1 being down) with
probability U0 = U0p1 + (1 − U0)p0. It follows

U0 =
p0

1 − p1 + p0
. (18)
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Once U0 is known, a similar reasoning leads to the (un-
conditioned) probability p(H) for a spin to be up: Fix
the spin at site i down. The spin at site i−1 will be up
with probability U0 and down with probability 1 − U0.
The same holds for the spin at site i+1. Thus

p(H) = U2
0 p2 + 2U0(1 − U0)p1 + (1 − U0)

2p0, (19)

from which the magnetization is obtained as m(H) =
2p(H) − 1.

0 1 2 3
R

−3

−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

E

DS
GS

FIG. 1: The energy of the GS is compared with the one of
DS. The values are computed exactly in d = 1 as a function
of the disorder width R.
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R

−0.06

−0.05

−0.04

−0.03

−0.02

−0.01

0.00

E
G

S−
E

D
S

FIG. 2: The energy difference between the GS and the DS
computed exactly in d = 1 as a function of the disorder width
R.

The energy per spin on the saturation loop is obtained
as follows. Due to translational invariance:

E =
〈H〉
N

= −J〈sisi+1〉 − H〈si〉 − 〈hisi〉. (20)

To calculate the spin–spin correlation 〈sisi+1〉 we intro-
duce the probabilities Φ++, Φ+−, Φ−+, Φ−− for adja-
cent spins to be respectively up–up, up–down, down–
up, and down–down. These quantities are not indepen-
dent, since they have to satisfy the obvious identities:
Φ+− = Φ−+, Φ+++Φ+−= p(H), and Φ−−+Φ+−=1−p(H).
Thus it is sufficient to calculate one of them, for ex-
ample Φ−−. This is done by separating the four con-
tributions from the possible boundary conditions deter-
mined by the values of the spins at sites i−1 and i+2:
When they are both down, the probability for the cou-
ple of spins at sites i and i + 1 to be both down is
U2

0 (1−p1(H))2, when one is up and the other one is down
it is 2U0(1 − U0)(1 − p1(H))(1 − p0(H)), and when both
of them are up it is (1−U0)

2(1−p0(H))2. Adding up the
four contributions one gets Φ−− = (1 − U0)

2. This fixes
the other probabilities to be Φ+− = Φ−+ = 2p−1+(1−U0)

2,
and Φ++ = 1−p − (1 − U0)

2. Thus, the spin–spin corre-
lation is

〈sisi+1〉 = Φ+++ Φ−−− 2Φ+−= 4
(

p − (1 − U0)
2
)

− 3 .
(21)

The average value 〈hisi〉 can be obtained by averaging

over the field h
′

the product of h
′

times the average value
of the spin si over the local fields other then hi, once the
field at i is fixed at the value h

′

:

〈hisi〉 =

∫ +∞

−∞

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′〈si|h

′〉. (22)

The conditional average 〈si|h
′〉 is given by 2p(H |h′

)−1

where p(H |h′

) is the conditional probability for a spin
to be up at an external field H , given that its local ran-
dom field is fixed at the value h

′

. From Eq. (19) this is
trivially given by

p(H |h′

) = U2
0 θ(h

′

+ H + 2J)

+ 2U0(1 − U0)θ(h
′

+ H)

+ (1 − U0)
2θ(h

′

+ H − 2J) , (23)

which finally gives

〈hisi〉 = 2U2
0

∫ +∞

−H − 2J

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′

+ 4U0(1 − U0)

∫ +∞

−H

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′

+ 2(1 − U0)
2

∫ +∞

−H + 2J

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′ − h̄′ . (24)

In particular, for a Gaussian distribution with h̄′ = 0 and
variance R the integrals can be performed analytically
and the result is

〈hisi〉 =

√

2

π
Re−

H
2

2R2

[

2U2
0 e

2J

R2 cosh
(

2JH/R2
)

+ e2J(J− H

2R2 )(1 − 2U2
0 ) + 2U0(1 − U0)

]

.(25)
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The energy per site on the lower branch of the saturation
loop is in general given by

E(H)= −4J
(

p(H) − (1 − U0)
2
)

+ 3J − H(2p(H) − 1)

− 2U2
0

∫ +∞

−H−2J

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′

+ 4U0(1 − U0)

∫ +∞

−H

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′

+ 2(1 − U0)
2

∫ +∞

−H+2J

dh
′

ρ(h
′

)h
′ − h̄′ . (26)

Similar but much more involved reasonings can be re-
peated for any minor loop – eventually for a series of
nested loops leading to the demagnetized state – pro-
viding a series of recursive equations for the magneti-
zation, the spin–spin, and the spin–field correlations,
which are the quantities needed to compute the en-
ergy. If the external field is changed through a nested
succession H = H0 → H1 → H2 → .....Hn... → 0,
with H2n > H2n+2 > 0, H2n−1 < H2n+1 < 0 and
dH ≡ H2n − H2n+2 → 0, the spin–spin correlations are
given recursively by

〈sisi+1〉H2n
− 〈sisi+1〉H2n−1=

4U2
2n (p2(H2n) − p2(H2n−1))

−4D2
2n−1 (p0(H2n) − p0(H2n−1)) (27)

where Uk and Dk are respectively the probabilities for
a spin to be up(down) conditioned to one of its neigh-
bors being down, and satisfy in turn a set of recursive
equations. Similar equations hold for magnetization and
spin–field correlation, leading to a complicated recursive
formula for the energy. The results of such calculations
are shown in Figs. (1, 2), where the energy of the demag-
netized state is compared with the energy of the ground
state evaluated in the previous section.

C. Simulations: how optimized is the

demagnetized state?

In one dimension the comparison of the DS and the
GS is the easiest since the domain walls are just point-
like. For the GS we know that it is optimized such that
all the large enough local random field fluctuations nu-
cleate domains of the same sign. The rest of the random
landscape is split up into regions that align themselves
with such fluctuations depending on the sign of the ran-
dom field excess,

∑

i∈region hi. As a result the Zeeman
energy of domains is linear in domain size, EZ ∼ ld, and
the asymptotic mean domain length follows the Imry-Ma
prediction 〈lGS〉 ∼ 1/R2. Moreover since the random
landscape has a finite correlation length the domain size
distribution is exponential [35].

Any qualitative differences in the DS will follow from
three separate mechanisms: 1) shifts of domain walls,
2) creation of domains inside intact GS domains and 3)

destruction of GS domains (Fig. 3). From the point of
view of ”optimization” the first one is of trivial concern,
since it would have little effect e.g. on the scaling of
EZ,DS . The second one is more detrimental if the energy
difference to the GS is considered. In addition to the
cost of the two domain walls it subtracts a contribution
from the Zeeman energy of the domain that persists and
surrounds (in the GS) the one that is not created in the
DS. The third one would make the largest change to the
total energy, since for ld ≫ 1 the energy of a domain
consists mostly of its Zeeman energy.

+ + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + − − − − + + +− −

+ + + + + − − − + + +−

+ + + + + + + +− − − −

groundstate

DW shift

nucleated
droplet

destroyed
GS domain

FIG. 3: An illustration of the possible mechanisms for the
deviations between GS and DS.

1
1/R

0.0

0.1

1.0

∆q
, ∆

q de
st

r

∆qdest

∆q

FIG. 4: The average change in the spin-spin overlap between
the GS and the DS (∆q) and the contribution to that from
completely “destroyed” GS domains (∆qdestr), as a function
of R.

Numerical studies of the DS domain structure indicate
that with decreasing R the average domain size increases
faster than in the GS, while the size distribution P (ld)
remains exponential. This is accompanied by a reduction
in the overlap q = (〈σGSσDS〉 + 1)/2 between these two
states. For R large the overlap is close to unity; strong
local fields hi align the spins in the same way regardless
of the mechanism by which the spin state is created. For
R small the local field is no longer strongly correlated
with the orientation of the spin, and thus whether the
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FIG. 5: The average overlap of a DS domain of size l with
the GS domain spin state at the same locations for R = 0.5,
0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. The overlap decreases with ldomain,DS.
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FIG. 6: The Zeeman energy of DS domains as a function of
the size, ldomain,DS. The black circles mark the average DS
domain size for a given R. The two lines above and below
the data indicate optimal, linear (GS-like) scaling and the

Imry-Ma-like l1/2-scaling, respectively.

GS and DS are locally aligned depends on how optimized
the latter is.

The fundamental mechanism for the deviations be-
tween the states seems for R small to be the “destruction”
of GS domains (see Fig. 3 again). This is demonstrated
in Fig. 4 by depicting the change ∆q in the overlap that
comes solely from missing GS domains. The conclusion
from this dominance is that the demagnetized states typi-
cally miss regions in which the integrated field fluctuation
is large which as such leads in the GS to the formation of
GS domain. Therefore the overlap should get smaller the
larger the scale-length on which one compares the DS and
GS is, and this is confirmed by Fig. 5 which shows the

overlap between a DS domain and the GS as a function
of the length of the DS domain.

The importance of such destroyed domains can also
be seen in the total contribution to the energy difference
between the DS and GS. For R small this is again domi-
nated by the missing GS domains. In general the differ-
ence between the energies of the GS and DS derives from
the combination of domain walls and Zeeman energy.
Fig. 6 shows that for ld small the DS domains do not
have much Zeeman energy. This changes if ld is larger,
in which regime the scaling approaches the Imry-Ma -like
scaling (l0.5

d ). The implication is that the field energy of
large domains in the DS self-averages, and comes from a
sum of random contributions (ie. the domains contain re-
gions where the actual random field sum is opposite to the
spin orientation, such as the missing GS domains). The
cross-over between the small ld-behavior and the asymp-
totic scaling is located close to 〈ld〉DS .

IV. AROUND THE DISORDER INDUCED

TRANSITION

A. Simulations in d = 3

The RFIM displays a disorder induced phase transition
both in the GS and in the hysteresis loop, which can also
be observed analyzing the DS [21, 22, 39]. If the GS and
the DS are always paramagnetic, the transition is absent
and thus we perform numerical simulations in d = 3. Our
aim is to characterize the difference between DS and GS
around the disorder induced transition.

In d = 3 for low disorder, the GS is ferromagnetic,
while for higher disorder it becomes paramagnetic. For
Gaussian disorder, the transition point has been located

numerically at R
(GS)
c ≃ 2.28. It is possible to define the

usual set of critical exponents characterizing the phase
transition and compute the values by exact GS calcula-
tions. For instance, the magnetization M ≡ 〈|m|〉, with
m ≡ ∑

i si/N , scales close to the transition point as

M = Arβ , (28)

where r ≡ (R − Rc)/Rc is the reduced order parame-
ter and A is a non-universal constant. The correlation
length defines another exponent ξ = (Br)−ν –where B
is another non-universal constant– which rules the finite
size scaling of the model

M = AL−β/νf
(

BL1/ν(R − Rc)/Rc

)

. (29)

Simulations yield ν(GS) ≃ 1.17 and β(GS) = 0.02.
A disorder induced transition is also found in the hys-

teresis loop. At low disorder the loop shows a macro-
scopic jump, which disappears at a critical value for the
disorder. This transition reflects itself in the DS, which
is ferromagnetic when the main loop has a jump and is
paramagnetic otherwise. The transition point has been
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obtained numerically in d = 3 as R
(DS)
c ≃ 2.16 and the

critical exponents have been measured. In particular,
Ref. [39] reports data collapses with β(DS) = 0.04 and
ν(DS) = 1.41. While there is strong evidence that the
exponents measured in the DS should be equal to those
measured on the main loop, the relation with the equi-
librium transition is not clear.

We notice first that numerical simulations reported
in the literature indicate that the transition appears at
slightly different locations in the GS and in the DS. Hart-
mann and Nowak report RGS

c = 2.29 ± 0.04 for the GS
with system size up to L = 80, Hartmann and Young

refine this value to R
(GS)
c = 2.28 ± 0.01 with sizes up to

L = 96, which is also confirmed by Middleton and Fisher

which estimate R
(GS)
c = 2.27 ± 0.04. For the hysteresis

loop the best estimate is Rc = 2.16 ± 0.03, with sys-
tem sizes up to L = 320 and a similar value for the DS
[21, 39]. Thus, unless strong finite size effects take place,
one is tempted to conclude that the two transitions take
place at two different values of Rc.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4
R

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

M

DS L=10
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DS L=60
DS L=80
GS L=10
GS L=20
GS L=40
GS L=60
GS L=80

FIG. 7: The magnetization of the GS and the DS in d = 3 for
different system sizes L and disorder R.

Here we analyze the problem again by numerical simu-
lations, computing the GS and the DS numerically, using
the same disorder realizations for the two cases. Sim-
ulations are performed for cubic lattices of linear sizes
L = 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and the results are averaged over
several realizations of the random fields. The GS is found
exactly using a min-cut/max-flow algorithm, while de-
magnetization is performed approximately with the algo-
rithm discussed in Ref. [21] with dH = 10−3 (see section
II). In both cases, we compute the average magnetiza-
tion as a function of the disorder width (see Fig. 7). In
Fig. 8 we collapse the two sets of data into a single curve,

using two different values for Rc (i.e. R
(GS)
c = 2.28 and

R
(DS)
c = 2.16) but the same values for the exponents (i.e.

1/ν = 0.73 and β = 0.03). The best value for the ratio of
the non-universal constant is found to be ADS/AGS ≃ 1

−2 0 2 4 6
BL

1/ν
(R−Rc)/Rc

0

0.5

1

M
L

β/
ν

DS L=10
DS L=20
DS L=40
DS L=80
GS L=10
GS L=20
GS L=40
GS L=80

FIG. 8: Numerical results in d = 3: The magnetization can be
collapsed using Rc = 2.28 (GS) and Rc = 2.16 (DS), 1/ν =
0.73 and β = 0.03. The scaling curve is the same for DS
and GS indicating universal behavior. The values for the
ratios of the non-universal constants are ADS/AGS = 1 and
BDS/BGS = 0.68.
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FIG. 9: The overlap between the GS and the DS in d = 3 for
different system sizes.

and BDS/BGS = 0.68 ± 0.02. The fact that the scal-
ing function is the same for the two cases is a strong
indication for universality, going beyond the simple nu-
merical similarity of the exponents. There is always the

possibility that in the limit L → ∞ R
(GS)
c = R

(DS)
c . At

the present stage this hypothesis is not supported by the
data, since we were not able to collapse all the data into
a single curve using the same Rc.

Next, we compare the statistical properties of the GS
and the DS around the transitions. In Fig. 9 we report
the value of the overlap as a function of R for different
system sizes. When the disorder is decreased from the
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FIG. 10: The difference in magnetization between the GS and
the DS in d = 3 for different system sizes.

paramagnetic region, the overlap decreases as for d = 1.
However for low disorder the overlap rapidly increases
and reaches 1 in the ferromagnetic state. The minimum
of the overlap is located in the parameter region cor-
responding to the transitions (i.e. R ∼ 2.2 − 2.3). A
decrease in the overlap around the transition can be ex-

pected, since for R
(DS)
c < R < R

(GS)
c the GS is ferro-

magnetic (M > 0) and the DS is paramagnetic (M = 0)
as it is also apparent plotting the difference in the mag-
netization (see Fig. 10).

In summary, three dimensional simulations indicate
that the transitions in the GS and DS are universal, but
the critical parameter seems to differ. Consequently the
GS and DS differ mostly around the transition, while the
difference is smaller in the paramagnetic and ferromag-
netic phases.

B. The Bethe lattice

The RFIM can be solved exactly in the Bethe lattice,
displaying a disorder induced transition in the GS and in
the DS [22]. It is thus an interesting case to compare the
two states around the respective transition directly in the
thermodynamic limit. We consider here a Bethe lattice
with coordination z and obtain the GS generalizing the
d = 1 case as in Ref. [38]. In this case N refers to
the generation of the lattice, and Z±

n are the partition
functions of a branch of generation n with a fixed up
(down) spin at the central site. The recursion relation
for the Z±

n is

Z±
n (i) = e±βhi

∏

j∈I(i)

(Z+
n−1(j)e

±βJ +Z−
n−1(j)e

∓βJ) (30)

where for any given site i the sum over j runs over the
z − 1 nearest neighbors of i away from the center of the

lattice. Then, following the d = 1 case, one can write

Fn(i)=
∑

j∈I(i)

[

Fn−1(j)−
1

2β
ln 2 (cosh(βJ) + cosh(2βxn(j)))

]

(31)
where

xn(i) =
1

2β
ln(Z+

n (i)/Z−
n (i)), (32)

so that the contribution at the free energy from site i is

f(i) = − 1

2β
ln(2 coshβJ + 2 cosh(2βxn(i))). (33)

xn(i) is a stochastic quantity satisfying the equation

xn(i) = hi +
∑

j∈I(i)

g(xn−1(j)) (34)

When R → 0 Eq. (34) has a fixed point solution of
x∞ = (z − 1)g(x∞). x∞ = 0 is a solution for any J
and β. For β < βc = 1

2 ln z
z−2 there are also two stable

solutions ±x∞ 6= 0 corresponding to the appearance of a
ferromagnetic phase.
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FIG. 11: The magnetization of the GS and the DS computed
exactly on the Bethe lattice with z = 4 in the thermodynamic
limit, showing the ordering of the critical point (see inset).
When the data are plotted against the reduced parameter
(Rc −R)/Rc the curves superimpose. The result implies that
for the Bethe lattice AGS = ADS.

To perform quenched averages one has to solve for the
probability distribution of Wn(xn), where Wn(x)dx =
Prob(x < xn < x + dx), which satisfies the recursive
functional equation

Wn+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dhP (h)

∫ ∞

−∞

dx1Wn(x1) · · ·

· · ·
∫ ∞

−∞

dxz−1Wn(xz−1)δ(x −h−H −
z−1
∑

k=1

g(xk)) ,(35)
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so that in the thermodynamic limit W∞ is given by the
fixed point equation

W∞(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dx1W∞(x1) · · ·

· · ·
∫ ∞

−∞

dxz−1W∞(xz−1)P (x− h− H −
z−1
∑

k=1,

g(xk)).(36)

Once W∞ is known, any thermodynamic quantity can
be computed. In particular, the free energy per spin is
given again by (12) and the magnetization at the central
site of an infinite lattice, is given by Eq. (13) where Z↑↓

are respectively the partition function with the spin at 0
fixed up (down). These are given by

Z↑↓ = e±βh0

∏

k=1,z

(e±βJZ+
k + e∓βJZ−

k ) (37)

and Z±
k for k = 1, · · · z are the partition functions of the

z branches attached to the central site 0, with the bound-
ary spin fixed up(down). This gives for the magnetization
at the central site 〈s0〉

〈s0〉 = tanh(β(h0 +
∑

k=1,z

g(xk))) (38)

The magnetization for the infinite lattice can then be
obtained averaging over the quenched variables xr,l:

M =

∫ ∞

−∞

dhP (h)

∫ ∞

−∞

dx1WN (x1) · · ·

· · ·
∫ ∞

−∞

dxzWN (xz) tanh(β(h +
∑

k=1,z

g(xk))). (39)

For a Gaussian random-field distribution the fixed point
equation can not be solved explicitly and we thus re-
sort to a numerical integration. We obtain W∞(x) for
z = 4, and for different values of R, and compute the
magnetization using Eq. (39). In Fig. 11 we compare
the magnetization of the GS with the one of the rem-
nant magnetization in the DS, computed in Ref. [22]. As
observed in the simulations in d = 3, the transition oc-
curs at two different locations (see the inset of Fig. 11),

for z = 4 R
(DS)
c = 1.781258... [22] and R

(GS)
c ≃ 1.8375,

with the mean-field exponent (β = 1/2). When plotted
against (R − Rc)/Rc the two curves superimpose close
to the critical point. This indicates that, though not re-
quired by universality, in the Bethe lattice AGS = ADS ,
as also found in d = 3.

To investigate possible finite size scaling we have per-
formed numerical simulations in the Bethe lattice, fol-
lowing the method of Ref. [25]. Collapsing the order pa-
rameter curve as in d = 3, using a scaling form similar
to Eq. (29), does not appear to be possible in the Bethe
lattice, because the scaling region is very narrow. Thus
to test finite size scaling, we have computed the distri-
bution of the magnetization m at the respective critical

point, R
(DS)
c and R

(GS)
c for different lattice sizes N . The

distributions can all be collapsed into the same curve (see
Fig. 12), using the form P (|m|) = f(|m|/M)/M .

0 1 2 3
|m|/M

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

P
(|m

|)M

DS N=10000
DS N=20000
DS N=40000
GS N=10000
GS N=20000
GS N=40000

FIG. 12: The distributions of the magnetization in the DS
and the GS at their respective critical points on the Bethe
lattice, obtained numerically for different lattice sizes N , can
be all collapsed together.

V. REACHING THE GROUND STATE BY

NON-EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS

After having shown that the GS and the DS corre-
spond to different microscopic configurations, we investi-
gate now if the GS spin configuration may be reached by
a field history other then the ac-demagnetization. The
answer to this question requires a clarification on the
relation existing between locally stable states (given by
the solutions of Eq.(2)), and the spin configurations vis-
ited along the non-equilibrium dynamics induced by the
varying field. In fact, not all stable configurations may
be reached by a field history from saturation. The prob-
lem has been treated in [40] where it has been shown
that, given a spin configuration obtained by a field his-
tory, supposed unknown, the sequence of reversal fields
that applied to saturation gives back the original state
can be recovered. For spin systems this inverse function
is given by an algorithm which is able to construct the
reverse field history (RFH) [40]. This method is applied
then to investigate if a given spin configuration may be
reached by field history from saturation: if a field his-
tory leading to the state exists the algorithm produce a
sequence of reversal fields; if no field history exists the
algorithm enters a recursive loop. The investigation of
the properties of unreachable states has been recently
performed and leads to a classification of stable states
on oriented graphs [41]. The study is performed here for
the GS spin configuration that, for the RFIM at finite
size and for a given disorder realization, can be indepen-
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dently derived by exact combinatorial algorithms (as the
max-flow min-cut).

A. RFH Algorithm

Consider the final spin configuration s (the set of N
Ising spins) resulting after the application of a field his-
tory ending at H = 0 and consisting in a sequence of
reversal fields {H} = {H1, . . . , Hn} from the saturated
state and let us define the function s = f({H}). The set
of all states obtained this way is defined as the hysteresis
states (H-states). Due to adiabatic dynamical response
and return point memory, this state s will contain the
memory of a subset of the reversal fields. In fact not all
the reversal fields determine the final state s. For ex-
ample, in terms of average magnetization, the reversal
fields which give rise to closed minor loops do not influ-
ence the final state, i.e. their memory is erased, while
the memory of the set of reversal fields {HS} which are
not erased is contained in the final state. The inverse
function {HS} = g(s) allows, starting from a spin config-
uration s belonging to the H-states ensemble, to obtain
the set of reversal fields {HS} which have been actually
stored in the state and that - if applied as a field history
- will reproduce the original state, i.e. s = f(g(s)). We
define this set of reversal fields {HS} as minimal field

history.
The RFH algorithm takes as input a configuration s at

H = 0 and gives as output - when it exists - the reversal
field history from saturation to the state s. The formu-
lation of the algorithm is based on the order-preserving
character of the dynamics [13], and is therefore, appli-
cable to a wide range of models beyond the RFIM. An
interesting result of the RFH algorithm is obtained when
it is applied to a state s not belonging to the H-states
(i.e. where no field history exists). The iterated search
for the reversal field sequence enters an iteration and, in
this case, it can be shown that no field history leading to
the state exists.

B. Simulation results in 1d

The RFH algorithm was applied to explore the possi-
bility to reach the GS by non equilibrium dynamics by
the numerical study of the RFIM in one dimension with
periodic boundary conditions. We performed our investi-
gations on systems having N = 5000 spins, averaging the
results for 100 different realizations of the same disorder
R. The GS was obtained by the max-flow min-cut pro-
cedure for each realization and the RFH algorithm was
applied. At each disorder value R, the fraction fGS of
the realizations in which the GS resulted to be reachable
was computed. For comparison the same procedure was
applied starting from locally stable states generated by
random sampling the set of local minima. The results
are shown in Fig.13.

As a first finding the GS does not result to be sys-
tematically field reachable and the fraction depends on
the disorder. One may conclude that the fact that the
GS is sometimes reachable is a pure effect of the finite
system size. However, also for the random states the
fraction of found states fRND sensibly changes with R,
but following a different curve. If there was no correla-
tion between GS and the H-states the two curves would
be coincident. The dependence of fRND on R reflects the
fact that the number of H-states depends on the disorder
value and the system size [42], and only at large disorder,
where the number of locally stable states decreases, the
ratio between H-states and stable states is significantly
greater then zero.

0 10 20 30 40 50
R

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

f

FIG. 13: Fraction of reachable states (averages over 100 real-
izations of disorder) diamonds: fraction fRND ; circles: frac-
tion fGS

VI. CONCLUSIONS

For disordered systems like the random field Ising
model one would be interested in both universality in sta-
tistical properties and in the question how to “optimize”
in the case of a sample with a given distribution of the
impurities. In this paper we have studied this problem
in detail, by comparing the demagnetized and ground
states. Our main findings are the following: First, the
character of the GS is such that it is globally optimized,
and the demagnetization procedure does not perform well
unless the optimization problem is rather trivial. This is
slightly surprising since the conclusion holds in particu-
lar if the RFIM GS is paramagnetic. Then the DS does
not manage to find the right spin configuration, so that
as seen in the d = 1 case many of the domains of the GS
do not appear in the DS.

Second, in d = 3 (and with the aid of the Bethe
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lattice solution), it can be demonstrated that the ex-
istence of a phase transition for both the DS and GS
makes the “phase diagram” of optimization to show a
regime where the outcome is less optimal: in the para-
magnetic phase of the DS, where the GS is already fer-
romagnetic since the critical thresholds are ordered such

that R
(GS)
c > R

(DS)
c = 1.84. In this regime DS and

GS are expected to differ strongly in the thermodynamic
limit. We also provide numerical evidence that the d = 3
transition appears to have the same critical exponents in
both the GS and DS [43]. This can be considered both
surprising – there being no exact field theoretical way
of treating the d = 3 phase transition – and expected,
since the functional renormalization calculations in spite
of their shortcomings indicate that the actions are the
same [14]. It seems intriguing that such universality is
met exactly in the limit where the “optimized” character
of the DS changes.

The results indicate that for the particular system at
hand, where the disorder couples directly to the expected
magnetization, “local” optimization methods have diffi-
culties. Of course, as in “hysteretic optimization”, one
can perturb or “shake” the state obtained from the DS
procedure to try to still lower the energy. These attempts
are of course usually just heuristic. In the case of the

RFIM, the joint approach of optimizing by the DS and
computing the GS exactly allows to understand better
similarities and differences between equilibrium and low
energy non-equilibrium states.

In addition to the ferromagnetic RFIM model, one can
consider other systems where two disorder induced phase
transitions exist. Numerical simulations and analytical
results have shown that a disorder induced transition in
the hysteresis loop can be observed in the random bond
Ising model [44], in the random field O(N) model [45], in
the random anisotropy model [46, 47] and in the random
Blume-Emery-Griffith model [44]. All these systems dis-
play as well a transition in equilibrium and it would be
interesting to compare their DS and GS.

Interfaces in quenched disorder would provide another
interesting example, since the roughness exponent typi-
cally differs in and out of equilibrium (i.e. at the depin-
ning threshold) [4]. It would be interesting to measure
the roughness of an interface after a demagnetization cy-
cle (i.e. after the field driving the interface is cycled with
decreasing amplitude), and compare its properties with
those of the ground state interface. Finally, there is the
issue of energetics of excitations in the respective ensem-
bles: the universality of exponents and scaling functions
would seem to imply that these also scale similarly.
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